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Laxey Learners at Home this term . . . 

Maths Skills and Challenges
*Investigate and discuss units of measurement for 
length - millimetres (mm), centimetres (cm), metres 
(m) and kilometres (km). Find objects around the 
house - which unit of measurement would you use 
to measure them? Use a ruler to measure them 
accurately.

* Investigate and discuss units of measurement for 
mass.

*Find fractions of a set amount of objects and 
shapes 1/2, 1/3, 1/4. 1/5 etc. Count up and down 
in tenths.
*Tell and write the time from an analogue clock.

Other Skills (Activities)
Art and Design
* Create a prop for your favourite movie. Find 

materials around your house to help you.
* Design and create a scene from your movie using 

materials from around your house.
* Observe your favourite character and draw them 

accurately.
Cooking
* Design and make the perfect snack for your movie. 
Geography
* Research the country that your movie is set in. 

Create a fact page giving information about it. How 
could you travel to the country? What route would 
you have to take and which forms of transport 
would you need to use?

At the Movies!
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Literacy Skills and Challenges
*Spelling practise
*Handwriting practise - make sure you focus on the 
correct letter formation.

*Reading practise - discuss the book, comic, recipe, 
magazine, newspaper article or any other type of 
text and ask/answer questions based on it.

*Act out a scene from your favourite movie.
*Describe your favourite film - why is it your 
favourite? What do you like about it? Is there 
anything you would improve? Which is your 
favourite character and why? 

Message from Mrs Walker
Sadly, we are not back at school yet. I am missing you 
all dearly and I hope you are making the most of this 
great weather. As you are such fantastic, independent 
learners I know you will want to continue learning at 
home. This topic is all about your favourite movie. Each 
of the activities are related to that movie. Remember 
to share all your learning with Mr Astin by emailing it 
to him.  I can’t wait to see all of your movie themed 

learning. Take care and speak soon, Mrs Walker.


